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Supplementary file 5: Role of Critical Friends in the Analyses Process.

The table below outlines key topics discussed during reflective discussions between first author and coauthors, who acted as critical friends.
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Activity

Who

Reflective discussions and key decisions

Discussions of
narrative
summaries

FH + HG

Lead authors discussed narrative summaries of participants, in which HG asked
critical questions about data and provided interpretation. HG provided several
suggestions for several theories/framework and relevant literature that could be
linked to the data (e.g., transformational leadership theory and social cognitive
theory).
HG + FH decided to not present narrative types in the manuscript, as that would
potentially breach participants’ confidentiality.

Discussion of
narrative
approaches

FH + LS

FH + LS discussed findings and options to organize and present the narrative
data.

Discussions of
threads and
sub-threads

FH + HG

Lead authors discussed identified threads and sub-threads, and decided to link
the data to components of the transformational leadership theory.

Discussions of
threads and
sub-threads

FH + LS

First author discussed the identified threads, sub-threads, and the link with
transformational leadership theory with LS. LS mentioned that the link with the
theory was not very clear from the presented data.

Discussions of
threads and
sub-threads

FH + PA

First author discussed the findings with PA (community partner). Figure 1
guided the discussion. PA suggested to distinguish findings between researchers,
research users and people with SCI.

FH + HG

Lead authors re-organized the threads and sub-threads using pieces of papers
(with quotes and threads) and scissors. HG + FH discussed potential capacity
building strategies for research partnerships based on the findings and decided to
focus the discussion section on these potential capacity building strategies.

Refinement of
threads and
sub-threads

FH + LS

FH + LS discussed the findings and re-ordered the threads. LS provided specific
suggestions to improve the structure of the result section in a way that it better
aligned with our narrative approach. LS also provided suggestions to clarify
Figure 1.

Finalizing
manuscript

All
authors

All co-authors provided feedback and editorial changes to the manuscript via
email.

Refinement of
threads and
sub-threads
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